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This marketing plan contains:
1. Market and Situation Analysis
2. Goal Setting
3. Competitive Review
4. Target Audience Definition
5. Messaging
6. Brand Definition
7. Tools and Tactics
8. Execution and Measurement - Notes
 
Section 1.  Market and Situation Analysis
Potential target audiences and descriptions:	
(Remove these questions and replace with your answers and information.)
· 	Who needs your services? (Not much detail needed, like you needed for describing your target audiences; rather something simple like “patients with terminal diseases” or “pregnant women”. Also, do not include influencers here – only those who you will actually attend to.)
· 	Of 100 people, how many of them might need help at any given moment? (A guesstimate, yes, but you know your audiences well enough to make it an educated one.)
· 	What special requirements do you have for these clients? (Examples: they must be willing to pay for your services, they must live in the United States, etc.)
· 	Where are they located? (Examples: within a 100 mile radius of your city, or throughout Canada)
· 	Why will they want to hire you? (Again, keep this simple. You’ll have an opportunity to elaborate later.)
· 	What do they do now to get these services? (Examples: currently being cared for by their also elderly spouses, or being attended by ob-gyns. Simplicity here – you’ll be describing competition in more detail later.)
· 	How can you change their current access and opportunities? (Example: building your health advocacy business to provide them with new options and better outcomes.)
 
· 	What specific opportunities will you be able to capitalize on? Are there new trends that can boost your business? (Healthcare reform might be considered an opportunity. Swine flu was one in 2009. Can you think of others?)
· 	What threats might get in your way? Are there roadblocks to your success? (If you do hospital billing reviews, and the United States switches to universal, totally government-sponsored care, then you would be out of business. That said, don’t hold your breath. Instead, think of other possible threats such as three other advocates going into business doing exactly the work you do, within your geographic territory.)

Current work:	
(Remove these questions and replace with your answers and information.)
· 	How many clients do you already have who are paying you to do your advocacy work?
· 	How many clients do you need to make your business viable into the future?
· 	Do you already have the capability to offer your entire list of services, or do you need new training or credentials to do your work?
· 	How many people will be working directly with patients/clients and will be getting paychecks for doing so? (This will help you determine how much business you need to bring in.)
 




Section 2.  Marketing Goals
 

Time Frame:
(fill in – your choice)
Time Frame: 
(fill in – your choice)
Time Frame: 
(fill in – your choice)
Time Frame: 
(fill in – your choice)
What services will you offer or add? Describe them in Section 5.





How many clients? (current vs newly acquired)  Describe your target audiences in Section 4.




How many clients will need to be replaced? (percentage or number) 




What marketing tactics will you use to acquire new clients? (describe)





What business decisions will growth require? (devote more time? add employees? Open a new office? Others?









Section 3:  Competition
Describe your competitors and coopetition, as per description in the Marketing Handbook.

 
Section 4:  Target Audience Definition
(Remove these questions and replace with your answers and information.)

· Who will your clients be? (the people you actually help)
· Who will pay you to provide services to your clients?
· Who can influence other people to pay you for your services?
· Will you consider media as an influencer?
· Do you have any coopetition who might be influencers? List them, and describe how you may be able to help each other.


Section 5:  Messaging
(Remove these questions and replace with your answers and information.)

· What services will you offer?
· What benefits will your audiences find from working with you?
· What is your positioning statement? (Same as your elevator speech.)
· What is your USP?
 

Section 6:  Brand Definition
(Remove these questions and replace with your answers and information.)

· What is your company name?
· Describe your graphic identity. 
· Include a copy of your logo.
· What do you want your brand’s personality to be? (Examples: fun and frisky? No, probably more like professional and high quality.)

Section 7:  Tools and Tactics / Measurement
Determine what tactics you will use, and when they will be implemented. Included in your planning should be how you will measure their effectiveness.

Time Frames
(pull from Section 2)
 ---




TOOL
RATING
NOTES
 
Word of Mouth

 
1




Measurement notes:






  PUBLIC RELATIONS
Media Relations

1




Media Kit
1




Press Releases
1




Pitches
1




Newsletters (print or web)
2




Public Speaking

1




Trade Shows
2




Measurement notes:







  ADVERTISING
TV, Radio
4




Internet
1




Newspapers & Magazines
1




Miscellaneous
2




Promotional Items
1




Measurement notes:




  INTERNET
AdvoConnection
1




Website
1




Email Signature
1




Social Media

2




Newsletter

2




Measurement notes:




  PRINT MATERIALS (Collateral)—See Chapter Eleven
Business Cards
1




Letterhead and Envelopes
2




Brochures and Flyers
2




Measurement notes for print materials:






  MISCELLANEOUS
Customer Service
1




Direct Mail
3




Billboards
4




Personal Notes and Gifts
1




Volunteering
1-4




Memberships
1




Measurement notes:





 

Section 8:  Execution and Measurement Notes
As you execute your plan, you’ll want to keep notes about what is working, what isn’t, whether your measurement tactic is working and more.

